Abstract：In this paper, an artificial neural network (ANN) was employed to build a predicting model for refrigerator structure. The predicting model includes three input variables of the plaque depth (D), width (W) and interval distance(S) on the inner wall. Finite element method was utilized to obtain the data, which would be necessary for the ANN training process. Finally, a genetic algorithm (GA) was applied to find the optimal parameters that leaded to the minimum inner case deformation under operating condition. The optimal combination found is the depth(D) of 2.63mm, the width(W) of 19.24mm and the interval distance(S) of 49.38mm which leaded to the smallest deformation of 1.88mm for the given refrigerator model.
Introduction
These years, as refrigerator case structure becomes more and more large and complicated, it is easier to cause crack during store process or under operating condition than before. The reason for the crack is very complicated; however, the main reason is the different thermal properties of the composite inner case materials under the great temperature differences.
Usually, engineers would rather design a lot of experiments of different refrigerator models in order to obtain an optimal structure with little inner case deformation, which would cause great waste of money and research and development (R&D) time. Consequently, there is a need for a tool that would make the evaluation of a refrigerator structure available for engineers during R&D process.
Kinds of numerical approaches such as gradient method, sequential quadratic programming, and approximation methods were applied to the optimization of structures.
These optimization method was reported that the initial point has great effect for the most optimal solution. It is a little difficult to obtain the global optimal solution but always convergent at local solution point [1] . But a GA would start from many points by utilizing selection, crossover and mutation operators so that local minimization could be avoided.
There is no special restriction for functions of the calculating model by the GA. The GA is more suitable for complicated structure optimal project than any other traditional computing method in these days. Table  4 obtained from experiment. The equivalent convective heat transfer coefficients on the refrigerator walls were calculated as shown in Table 5 . After we loaded the equivalent convective heat transfer coefficients and temperature condition under strong condition as shown in Table   3 , the temperature distribution condition Table 6 and Table   7 . 
The BP training results and discussions
The ANN mathematical predicting model, i.e., ANN output layer, that describes the relation between three refrigerator structure parameters and refrigerator deformation.
After the training process, the general ability of the ANN model must be tested by using seven sets of random combinations of testing data shown in Table 8 . Figure 9 shows the comparison between predicting data predicting data computed from ANN and FEM computed results for the test data. In addition, Table 9 shows the test errors of the ANN model, in which, the maximum errors is -0.49%. Such an ANN model is thought to be a reliable mathematical model in predicting the effect of plaque parameters on refrigerator inner case deformation. 4. The optimization of refrigerator structure parameter using genetic algorithm GA and calculations were firstly introduced by Holland [5] . The algorithm is a computational search scheme according to the mechanics of natural selection and genetics and selection and is used to obtain optimal solutions [6] . The The comparison of the FEM result and the GA optimization result is shown in Table   9 : The error between the two results is very small, and the optimization result by the GA method is thought to be reliable. 
